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Kerala resplendent beauty magnetizes thousands and hundreds of tourists round the year. It is no
doubt a beautiful state with so many picturesque sightseeing spots, tranquil atmosphere, fascinating
sightseeing and more importantly the weather conditions is favourable that allows tourists to enjoy
and visit any tourists place with much ease and joy.

Kerala has good number of picturesque sightseeing spots and destinations. All are enigmatically
blessed by the nature among which the most sought after are Munnar the Kashmir of the South,
Alleppey the Venice of the East, Cochin the Queen of the Arabian Sea, Kumarakom, Kasargod,
Kollam, Kuttanad, etc are some of the few places that you will love to visit during Kerala tours.

Well in order to make the travel and tours in Kerala much more enjoyable and delightful, several
travel and tour operators have come into the picture. They are trying hard to provide all the facilities
as well as to let the tourists explore this beautiful part of the country India with much joy and
happiness. More of all travel companies are providing several Kerala Tour Packages that comes
into various budgets, from which tourist can easily choose one according to their choice and
budgets.

Kerala tourism packages are also comes with luxurious facilities that allow tourists to enjoy and
explore some of the wonderful sightseeing spots and attraction with much joy and happiness. With
the help of the tailor made tour packages visitors can enjoy and explore some of the wonderful
sightseeing spots, whose beauty and charm are incredibly beauty and alluring.

So choose the right package of your choice and explore the magnetizing charm of the alluring
tourism attraction of state Kerala with luxury and comfort. The state has so many wonderful places
and all are incredibly blessed with alluring tourism attractions and sightseeing spots. Some of the
exciting tourism places to visit during Kerala tours are Munnar, Kumarakom, Kasargod, Kollam,
Alleppey, Periyar, Cochin, etc. These places are awesomely gifted by the nature and have so many
wonderful attractions that engross the tourists during kerala holidays.

Among the many attractions in the state, Kerala backwaters are the prime ones. Dotted
magnificently by the swaying coconut trees and alluring tourism attractions, the state provides
wonderful opportunity to enjoy the journey of lifetime. Enjoy the heavenly cruise over the
picturesque backwater staying in the luxurious and tailor made houseboats, clubbed with all the
facilities. The houseboats have well organised rooms with open dining facilities, sun deck for nature
viewing and more importantly the atmosphere of the houseboat are peaceful that offer any tourists
to enjoy sheer moments with joy and happiness. So come and enjoy the journey of lifetime and take
back home incredible memories to relish in forever. 

Besides all these there are several well organised facilities that are offered during Kerala tours.
Hotels of all categories are available in the state which provides excellent facilities and services that
let visitors to spend a cozy night in the luxury of the rooms. So donâ€™t wait for too long? Pack your bag
and visit during these holidays to explore the splendid charm of the fascinating Kerala, whose
beauty and charm is beyond visual and verbal descriptions.
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